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Summary ' '

In this paper a sampling scheme has been proposed for which usual regression
estimatorbecomes oabjased. The proposedsampling scheme is simpler than one
proposedby Singh and Srivastava 0980) and in addition has the advantage of,ex-i ''
tendiogit to multivariate regression estimator and polynomial regression esti
mator. From eflSciency point of view also the proposed sampling strategies are
better than the conventional strategies under use.
Keywords: hfficiency; Regression estimator; Multivariate regression estimator;

Polynomial regression estimator; Ratio estimator; Sampling Scheme;
Sampling strategy; Unbiased estimation. t .

^ Introdaction

Singh and Srivastava (1980) proposed a sampling scheme for which
the usual regression estimator isunbiased. The procedure suggested by
them involves calculation of conditional probabilities if sample is to be
sclectcd unit by unit. In this paper an alternative sampling scheme has
been suggested. The proposed sampling scheme has advantage of exten
sion to polynomial regression estimator and multivariate regression esti
mators. The efficiencies, of the proposed sampling strategies with those
in vogue have also been compared.
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where Nii the incidence matrix ofthe design D.
This matrix Q gives the following three different variances between

the adjusted treatments meant ;

(a) l(4fl + l)/6fl]o8, for the treatments which are I associates;

(b) [{4a + 2)/6fl]a2, for treatments which are II associates;

(c) [(4fl + 3)/6a]o2 for the treatments which are third associates.

The efficiency factor of the design D is
E.F. = [2 (2a' - i)/(4aa + 3fl - 5)],
which is quite high for a > 3.
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2. Proposed Sampling Schemes

2.\ Sampling Scheme Providing Unbiased Regression Estimator

Suppose that the population under consideration/consists of N distinct
and identifiable units and a sample of size n is desired to be drawn from
it. Further, suppose y is the study variable and x is the auxiliary vari
able. We assume that the information on the auxiliary variable is avail
able for all the unit'i of population The sampling scheme providing un
biased regression estimator is as under :

(a) Select a sample of size n by simple random samplingand without
replacement. Calculate (the sample mean square) for the sample
so selected, where

/= 1 i = l

(b) Select a random number j between 0 and Jl/ where Af > Max
{si) It is important to mention here that maximum of s® will
generally be known since are all known to us.

(c) If J is less than or equal to retain the sample selected at step (a)
otherwise proceed to step (a) again for selecting a sample and
continue the process till the sample is ultimately selected.

It is easy to see that for above sampling scheme the probability of
selecting a sample is proportional to the variability in the sample for
the auxiliary variable i.e.

P.=

It is assumed here that no combination of n units from N units of the

population have same value of the auxiliary variable so that all samples
have non-zero probabilities of selection This sampling scheme is simpt-
ler than that by Singh and Srivastava (' 980) in the sense that it does not
involve calculation of conditional probability of success at the second
draw. However it involves number of rejections. But because only one
sample is to be selected it may not be a limitation.
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We, now, extend the proposed sampling scheme for making polyno
mial regression estimator as well as multivariate. regression estimator
unbiased In the. following sections.

2.2 Sampling Scheme Providing Unbiased Polynomial
Regression Estimator

We shall consider the sampling scheme for which quadratic regression
estimator is unbiased. The extension for a general /cth degree polyno
mial regression estimator is straight-forward. The proposed sampling
scheme consists of the following steps.

(a)< Select!a sample of size n by simple random sampling without replace
ment. For the selected sample, calculate

WlO — /M?- —'20 ">3l

where

»»». = - X)'(yi -

(b) Select,a random number y from 0 to M, where,

M > Max (h,)

Here also M will be known generally since x< are all known to ui.
However, for the extreme cases M can safely be taken as,

1^41 ~ P'20 ~ 1*30

(c) if j is less than or equal to retain the sample otherwise proceed to
step (a) for selecting another sample and continue the process till a
sample is ultimately selected.

. For-this: taoipling scheme the, probability , of selecting a sample; is
gived by r.

P _ ffia,/«4, - m4r- /m|o
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where

1

T= (N\ ^ - "lo' - '"so)
Vn / j = 1

The estimator to be used in this situation is

i* = p-bix'- bi *2', whereX2, are thd mtatis of (*«)

for sample and population. X' = X—X, x'' = x' —X' and fr, and bt
are the regression coefficients of the quadratic regression, given by

^ _ W40 win ^^to ^11 ^ —W20 wixi hifD IW21 2X ifijt fffji
mat ntu —

and

Waci tftii ~ ^«g' "lii
b,- 8/WJJ/M4, - mfo -

Now

^^.11 "f* ^^3t *^11 '̂ ^^0 ffin ntfi Win
iMag ffiio — ffljo

Wag ?«2i ~ Wn iWji ^|/
'jWs,m«-/w|o-m|o •

aid £(«;) = ,v. 5 . [<3 (mu m,, - m|» —mliS

T« (fflio Wl« —IMjo "" "*30^ ("•«•' Wxi

\ rf- 2 m^e ntii X—th^o ^ii htn 22 fn^i) X

("fao '"21 '"ao ^

where ^donates the average over (^) samples of the larnple space S.
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Therefore, the usual quadratic regriession estimator is unbiased for this
sample scheme. The variance or thi^ estimator to the first order of
approximation is given by

where \s the correlation ratio. Thus for large samples the efficiency
of the proposed sampling scheme is same as the efficiency of the usual
quadratic regression estimator under simple random sampling without
replacement.

2.3 Sampling Scheme Providing Unbiased Multi-vafiate Regression
Estimator

Here we consider the sampling scheme for which 2-variate regression
estimator is unbiased and the extension for a general fc-variate regression
estimator thereafter is straightforward. Let Yi, Xii and Z,/ be the values
of thestudycharacter (y), auxilliary characters xi and xt for ith unit of
the population (i,='l, 2, .... AT). It is assumed that the auxilliary cha
racters are known for all the population units. The sampling scheme
then consists of the. following steps:

(a) Select a samale of size -n by simple random sampling without re
placement. For the selected sample calculate

~ "Sal ^X3 ^xlgt

(b) Select a random number y from 0 to Af, where,

Jif >Max. (£g)

(c) If j ^ Lt, retain the sample, otherwise proceed to step (a) for
; selecting ^another sample and continue the process tilla sample

is selected.

Now, it is clear tlial for the suggested sampling scheme, the probabi
lity of selecting a simple V is ^
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where,
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> p ^ sl^ sV- -

OD '̂

(?) •

I"/

Under the suggested sampling scheme the estimator is r«" = ^ —bi Si
—bg fjwhere bi and bt are partial regression coeflScients.

Now

t: = 9-

E(O = ~JN\ ? t". (Sccl ""
\n/ Ti seS

=^ (Jj, - (5®, »"a 2̂«*) Si

— '«2* — JaiBa Jaw) *a]

(y+n t Ui,-X,) S
,r=l r-l

^ *1, {x2w —X^) ^
- - • B n _ II

' rii ~ ~r ~

^ J'r (jCar %)1 •*ay ^ (*lf ~ Sy,' (iJC^r —Xj)
r =1 J lr=« 1 r»l:

-*l

S *1, (jfj, —Xt) S {xiT —*i)
r-l r="l

• S*
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This on simplification reduces to

Cf 1* '̂ ~ )
Ul' Xa'r —nx'l

'it n ft \*
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-X[ ' ^ ^ir *2' ^ Xtf y 1
r = 1 r = 1 • J

-

n. n

~ r!l
V
Tr

.7-.+ i.O

= Y

Therefore, the uiual 2 —variate regression estimator is unbiased for
thii sampling scheme and thevariance of this estimator to the first order
of approximation is given by

y(*:') = (7 - ir) (1 -

where ili,23 represents the multiple correlation coeflScient of y with Xi
and Xi.

The proposed sampling schemes together with the estimators will
hereafter be referred as sampling strategies.

3. CompariioB

For large samples, it has been observed that the efficiency ofthe usual
estimators under proposed sampling schemes isof the same order asthat
ofthe same estimators under simple random sampling without replace-
ment/For comparing the efficiency ofthe proposed strategies for small
samples, we consider the following empirical compariisonsi'

3,1 We consider 18 populations of size 15 each. These populations



TABLE 2-VARIANCES/MEAN SQUARE ERRORS OF DIFFERENT SAMPLING STRATEGIES
FOR B = 4

Population Vi
y* >6

1. 0.1630 X 10* 0.1646 X 10^ 0.2102 X 102 0.5621 X 104 0.1853 X 102 0.1996 X 10«
2. 0.4949 X IQi 0.1649 X 10^ 0.2577 X 102 0.5625 X 104 0.2209 X 102 0.2475 X 102

3. 0.4156 X 10» 0.1960 X 1C4 0.^3:0 X 10= 0,5077 X 1C4 0.3275 X 108 0.4354 X 10'
4. 0.1630 X 10® 0.3448 X 104 0.1389 X 101 0.1182 X 105 0.3f03 X 101 0.1630 X 100
5. 0.6270 X 10» 0.1458 X 104 0,7828 X I0» 0.3145 X JC4 0.7363 X 101 0.7284 X 101
6. 0.4126 X 10> 0.3154 X 104 0.4134 X 10^ 0 1217 X 105 0.3128 X 10' 0.4156 X 10'

7. 0.1630 X ]0» 0.2202 X 1C4 0.5071 X 10' 0.7464 X 1C« 0.1485 X 102 0.1620 X 10*
8. 0.5033 X 10» 0.2201 X 104 0.9956 X lO' 0.7552 X 104 0.1863 X I0» 0.5033 X IQi

9. 0.4156 X ICS 0.2516 X 1C4 0.4171 X 10» 0.7920 X 10 4 0.3238 X 10' 0.4156 X 10»

10. 0.1630 X 1C° 0 2730 X ICi 0.1! 80 X 102 0.9346 X 104 0.1485 X 102 0.1996 X 102

11. 0.4949 X 10' 0.2734 X 104 0.2454 X 102 6.9351 X 104 0.1841 X 102 0.2475 X 102

12. 0.4156 X lOf 0.3044 X 104 0.4318 X 10' 0.9702 X 104 0.3938 X 10» 0.4354 X 10'

13 0.1630 X 10» 0.3754 X 104 0.5071 X 10» 0.1289 X 105 0.3803 X 101 0.5113 X IQi

14. 0.4949 X ]C> 0.3758 X 304 0.9817 X 101 0.1289 X 105 0.7363 X 1C» 0.9888 X 101

15. 0.4156 X IC^ 0.4C68 X 1C4 0.4171 X 10= 0.1924 X 105 0.3128 X 108 0.4205 X 103

16. 0.16:0 X 1C« 0.1431 X 1C4 O.SSJO X 10» 0.4S08 X 104 0.1853 X 102 0.5113 X 101

17. 0.4949 X 101 0.14.-5 X 104 0.1473 X 102 0.4813 X 1C4 0.22S9 X 102 0.9899.x 101

18. 0.4156 X 103 0.1745 X 1C4 0.42:0 X 103 0.5264 X 104 0,3275 X 103 0.4285 X 103

to
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with I ATii, J'iO = 0

and Ei^l \ X„) = A (X^,. Xti)'

The strategies considered for comparison are as follows :

1. Suggested sampling strategy-3.
2. Ratio estimator under Midzuno-Sen sampling scheme.
3. Regression estimator under simple random sampling without

replacement.
4. Ratio estimator under simple random sampling without replace

ment.

5. Simple mean under simple random sampling without replace
ment.

6. Suggested sampling strategy-1.

In strategies (2), (3), (4) and (6) the auxiliary variable used is Xi only.
Estimators of population mean or total obtained from (1), (2), (S) and
(6) are unbiased, whereas, (3) and (4) provide biased estimators. The
variances/mean square errors of the above strategiesdenoted by Vi, V^, Fj,
Vii Vs and for sample of size 4 have been computed and results pre
sented in Table 2.

The following observations can be made from the above comparison:
(i) The suggested sampling strategy-3 is better than the usual regres

sion estimator in all the populations.
(ii) The suggested strategy-3 is better than the ratio estimator under

Midzuno-Sen sampling scheme in all the populations.

These results indicate that the performance of the suggested sampling
strategy-3 is highly satisfactory and the gain in eflSciency is quite cpn-
siderable.
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MILK PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND RESOURCE
PRODUCtlVITY IN BOVINE
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Summary

Feed-milk data on 32 Harlana cows and 30 Mnrrah bufiFaloes were collected both in
the morning and evening by actualweighing throughout thwt lactation at a regular
inlerval of one week to study milk production functions and resource productivity in
bovine around Karnal under village conditions. Linear and log linearmllk production
functions were tried. Ths averge milk yield porday of lactation was estimated at 3.08
kg for cows and 3.75 kg for buffaloes. The intake of DCP per day of lactation was
worked out to 0.26kg and 0.32 kgwhereasTDN 4.08 kg and 5.72 kg for cows and
bufiFaloes respectively. The intake of DC? and TDN was less during dry period.
Linear milk production functions were found more suitable compared to log-lineir
both in co*s and buffaloes. Animals were given more nutrients during dry period
than the requirement in relation to milk yield. The elasticities of inputs were gener
ally higher for bufiFaloes compared to cows. The marginal value product of resources
suggested that the milk producers would afford cost of DCP upto Rsi 8 for cows,
and Rs. 15 for buffaloes for enhancing the milk productivity. Thus it was revealed
that ttie reallocation of feed resources can play a significant role in increasing the
milk production of both cows and buffaloes.

Intrpdnction

Milk production is the net outcome of feed, breed, management and
environmental effects. Feed alone accounts for about 60 percent of the
total cost of milk production (Kuber Ram et al. [5]). Improved feeding
practices and better management play a significant role in increasing the
milk production of bovine (Agarwal e< flA [1]). Feeds and fodders have


